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The Power of Content Marketing

What is it?

Where is content marketing of value?

What are some tips for success?



What is Content Marketing?

Content marketing is the process of developing, executing and delivering the content and related assets 

needed to create, nurture and grow a company’s customer base. [Curata]

Content marketing is any marketing technique whereby media and published information (content) 

is used to influence buyer behavior and stimulate action leading to commercial 

relationships. Optimally executed content marketing delivers useful, relevant information assets that 
buyers consider a beneficial service rather than an interruption or a “pitch.” [IDC]

Content marketing is a marketing technique of creating and distributing valuable, 
relevant and consistent content to attract and acquire a clearly defined audience–with the 

objective of driving profitable customer action. [Content Marketing Institute]

Gartner defines content marketing as the process and practice of creating, curating and cultivating text, 
video, images, graphics, e-books, white papers and other content assets 
distributed through content management systems, media platforms and the social graph. [Gartner]



Where is Content Marketing of Value?
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Know Your Audience



Know Your Audience

 Who are your users . . . decision makers . . . 
influencers?

 What types of information do they most value?

 Where do they go (on-line and off-line) to learn?

 What keywords do they search for on Google?

 How do they absorb information?

 What are they already getting from your competition?

Target segments, buying teams, personas, buyer’s journey, content strategy, content 
types and format, content audit, SEO and SEM strategy, marketing mix, etc.



Great Content Marketing is Non-Egocentric



Your Blog is Not a Press Page . . . 



Your Blog is an Opportunity to Add Value, 
and to Build Engagement & Trust



Learn What Your Competitors are Up To 



Create an Editorial Calendar



Follow the Content Marketing Pyramid 
Framework



Tap into Content Curation: A Low Cost Way 
to Generate Content

Some Tips. . . 
• Create a new title and image
• Share only a portion of the original 

content
• Always attribute sources (with a link)
• Include links back to your own content
• Add your own commentary



Market Your Marketing

Source: Titan SEO (https://www.titan-seo.com/newsarticles/trifecta.html)



Just a Couple of Choices for Content Marketing 
Software

Source: http://www.curata.com/blog/content-marketing-tools-ultimate-list/


